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Finding the Needle in the
Semi-Structured Hay Stack
By Ayush Parashar,
Co-Founder & VP Engineering, Unifi Software

DIY Data Integration for Business Insight Gurus

Unifi Software

Business Insight Guru. You know who you are. Data is your
life. The more the merrier, keep it coming. It’s your job to
derive critical business insights from all the data available to
you.

• Enterprise-class data integration built natively on Hadoop
• Built by business people, for business people
• Auto Data Integration™ eliminates the need to write a
single line of code
• Integrates structured and unstructured data from the
widest range of sources
• Allows easy pursuit of “what if” scenarios by business users
without calling IT
• Transform In Place™ processing runs natively on Hadoop to
give faster results
• Open platform seamlessly integrates with a wide range of
analytics and data visualization tools

Before you installed Unifi Software, your job was challenging.
The guys in IT are great, super helpful but pulling all the data
together and visualizing the results on your BI tool was a long
and painful process. Often it meant that insight deadlines
were missed and you took the grief from the office with the
window. Now you’ve got Unifi on your side business insights
could not be easier – that’s why you’re the BIG in your office.

Monday Morning Situation Report
The boss wants to know if the business analyst can help the merchandising department forecast the demand for
the company’s Halloween costumes based on social media trend data when combined with other supply chain
variables.
The answer is needed by the end of the week to meet the final ERP schedule or the company may be faced
with rush charges in manufacturing or higher distribution costs to ensure supplies are ready to meet customer
demand.
The request seems obvious and logical; if lots of people, especially those with buying power or influence, are
talking about the company’s products in the second quarter, the manufacturing department would have some
indication whether the company has one of the “Must Haves” for this year’s trick-or-treating.
Social Media Data—Lots of Promise, Lots of Headaches
Data about social network members and their usage habits is a treasure trove of insight. From detailed
demographic profiles to interests and activities, there’s nothing private about a person’s life if they choose to be
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active on one or more of the growing number of social media networks.
The landscape of social networks is changing and so, too, is the demographic that each attracts. Now that
parents and grandparents have Facebook accounts, most of the younger generation has moved on. They have
their conversations on Instagram, Yik Yak or Snapchat. Businesses trying to get a total picture of their customer
base must acquire these new data sets. Developers of these networks – looking for early revenue streams that
won’t alienate users with advertising – sell usage data directly or license it to third parties.
The good news is there’s a ton of data; the bad news is there’s a ton of data. And for most business analysts and
the IT departments that support them, the real challenge is not only acquiring the data, but also transforming the
data so that it can be combined with existing data and analyzed using business intelligence and visualization tools
to extract business insights.
The Structure of Things
If you’re reading this, you probably already know that data can be defined in a number of ways: Structured, multistructured, semi-structured, and unstructured.
Generally, the volume of data and the complexity of integration increase as the structure decreases. Before any
analysis can occur, the structure of the data must be normalized or flattened into a tabular form consisting of
rows and columns so the end user can understand context and enable their visualization tool of choice to display
the results.

Semi-Structured Data as Received from Twitter

Data Sources

Understand what data is available to the organization

Locate Data

Where in the organization does the data reside? Local storage, remote
storage, personal desktop?

Aquire Data

License new data as needed from third-party vendors. This must factor:
Cost, timeline, sign-off process

Desired Outcome

Once the data sets have been identified, the analyst must explain the
business requirements to the IT programmer

Sample Data

A sample of each data set must be acquired and reviewed

Data Structure

The structure of each data set must then be determined

Data Normalizing

A series of normalizing processes must be applied to the sample data

Attributes of Interest

For each data set Attributes of Interest must be extracted from the normalized process by writing code in very technology-oriented tools native to
the Hadoop eco-system such as Pig, Hive or Java map-reduce programs

Data Aggregation

Aggregation code must be written to combine multiple data sets into a
single normalized view

Sample Testing

A derived normalized, flat file must be tested against the corporation’s
BI visualization tools

Analytic Tests

A series of analytic tests are performed to test the functionality of the
combined data and find edge cases

Load Raw Data

Raw data for each data set is imported and the code is applied so the
analyst can view the data holistically

Data Errors

Discrepancies in the results caused by incomplete data, data not
normalized or aggregated correctly, requires code change

Data Discovery

Data Acquisition

Transform

Test & Fix

Business Insight

The Nature of Things
Social media data can be classified as semi- or multi-structured data. That is, some structure exists, but much of
the data must be parsed and normalized before any analysis can occur. The data often consists of multiple levels
of nesting based on the various linear and non-linear parameters being reported. For example, time-based events
can be considered linear and structured, whereas trend data based on Tweets, Retweets, Follows, etc., is more
unstructured, happening randomly from a time perspective and with no obvious behavior pattern.
Normalizing the Data
Before any data can be analyzed, the business analyst must explain to a programmer in the IT department what
question she is trying to answer or what problem she is trying to solve. This is a huge challenge—the analyst
may not know exactly which data sources are available and therefore may not even know about some pivotal
information she could request to have included. The IT professional is familiar with the data sources and has the
technical expertise to structure the data into usable files, but may not know enough about the analyst’s specific
business case to include all of the relevant sources and attributes. This can mean incomplete data and frustrating,
time-consuming iterations.

Twitter data processed and normalized and viewable by the visualization tools

Before any analysis on the data can occur the business analyst and the IT programmer must follow most or all of
the following steps.
Even with this overly simplified description of the process that business analysts face daily, it’s no surprise that
many insights are delivered late or not at all. The process is challenging—make a non-technical analyst explain
in business terms, to a non-business technical person, what the end result of the analysis should be. One
senior data analyst at a Fortune 500 company explained that often analysts will not even try to explain to the IT
department what it is they are trying to accomplish because it is just too difficult.
Normal Operations Will Resume Shortly
The good news is that there is help in sight. Two key developments are occurring in the analytics space that
will dramatically improve the life of both the business analyst and the IT department that supports them. First,
less expensive, centralized storage and the processing of semi-structured and multi-structured data natively in
Hadoop and second, substantially more capable visualization tools that help analysts glean the nuggets of insight
from the mountains of raw data.
New emerging companies such as Unifi Software, Tamr, and Trifacta, along with evolving industry stalwarts like
Syncsort and Teradata, are helping companies integrate their data more quickly by applying complex data parsers
and data logic where software developers previously had to hand code the integration with very technologyoriented tools native to the Hadoop eco-system such as Pig, Hive or Java map-reduce programs.
Unifi Software has taken integration even further and offers a suite of tools that let business analysts select and
integrate their data sets in a self-service fashion without writing a single line of code. This allows the analyst to
pursue “what if” scenarios with their data and develop the business insights they need in a fraction of the time of
traditional hand-coded programming.
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